Abstract We consider a number of graph kernels and proximity measures including commute time kernel, regularized Laplacian kernel, heat kernel, exponential diffusion kernel (also called "communicability"), etc., and the corresponding distances as applied to clustering nodes in random graphs and several well-known datasets. The model of generating random graphs involves edge probabilities for the pairs of nodes that belong to the same class or different predefined classes of nodes. It turns out that in most cases, logarithmic measures (i.e., measures resulting after taking logarithm of the proximities) perform better while distinguishing underlying classes than the "plain" measures. A comparison in terms of reject curves of inter-class and intra-class distances confirms this conclusion. A similar conclusion can be made for several well-known datasets. A possible origin of this effect is that most kernels have a multiplicative nature, while the nature of distances used in cluster algorithms is an additive one (cf. the triangle inequality). The logarithmic transformation is a tool to transform the first nature to the second one. Moreover, some distances corresponding to the logarithmic measures possess a meaningful cutpoint additivity property. In our experiments, the leader is usually the logarithmic Communicability measure. However, we indicate some more complicated cases in which other measures, typically, Communicability and plain Walk, can be the winners.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider a number of graph kernels and proximity measures and the corresponding distances as applied to clustering nodes in random graphs and several datasets. The measures include the commute time kernel, the regularized Laplacian kernel, the heat kernel, the exponential diffusion kernel, and some others. The model G(N, (m)p in , p out ) of generating random graphs involves edge probabilities for the pairs of nodes that belong to the same class (p in ) or different classes (p out ). For a review on graph clustering we refer the reader to [14, 16, 29] .
The main result of the present study is that in a number of simple cases, logarithmic measures (i.e., measures resulting after taking logarithm of the proximities) perform better while distinguishing underlying classes than the "plain" measures. A direct comparison, in terms of ROC curves, of inter-class and intra-class distances confirms this conclusion. However, there are exceptions to that rule. In most experiments, the leader is the new measure logComm (logarithmic Communicability).
Recall that if a proximity measure satisfies the triangle inequality for proximities p(x, y) + p(x, z) − p(y, z) ≤ p(x, x) for all nodes x, y, z ∈ V (G), then the function d(x, y) = p(x, x) + p(y, y) − p(x, y) − p(y, x) satisfies the ordinary triangle inequality [9] . In this study, we constantly rely on the duality between metrics and proximity measures.
The paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of Section 1, we present the metrics and proximity measures under study. In Section 2, the logarithmic and plain measures are juxtaposed on several clustering tasks with random graphs generated by the G(N, (m)p in , p out ) model with a small number of classes m. In Section 3, 13 measure families compete in two tournaments generated by eight clustering tasks with different parameters. The first tournament gathers the best representatives of each family; the participants of the second one are the representatives with suboptimal parameters corresponding to the 90th percentiles. Every task involves the generation of 50 random graphs. Section 4 presents a different way of comparing the proximity measures: it is based on drawing the ROC curves. This kind of comparison only deals with inter-class and intra-class distances and does not depend on the specific clustering algorithm. In Section 5, we extend the set of tests: here, the classes of nodes have different sizes, while the intra-class and inter-class edge probabilities are not uniform. Finally, in Section 6, from random graphs we turn to several classical datasets and make the measure families to meet in two new tournaments. In the concluding Section 7, we briefly discuss the results.
Thus, in the following subsections, we list the families of node proximity measures [10] , including kernels 1 , and distances, which have been proposed in the literature and have proven to be practical. Generally speaking, our main goal is to find the measures that are the most practical.
The Shortest path and Commute time distances
• The Shortest Path distance d s (i, j) on a graph G = (V, E) is the length of a shortest path between i and j in G [1] .
• The Commute Time distance d c (i, j) is the average length of random walks from i to j and back. The transition probabilities of the corresponding Markov chain are obtained by normalizing the rows of the adjacency matrix of G. This distance is related to the Commute-time kernel [28] K CT = L + , the pseudoinverse of the Laplacian matrix L of G.
• The Resistance distance [19, 23, 30] d r (i, j) is the effective resistance between i and j in the resistive electrical network corresponding to G. The Resistance distance is well known [2, 18, 26] to be proportional to the Commute Time distance. Let D s and D r be the matrices of shortest path distances and resistance distances in G, respectively. As we mainly study parametric families of graph measures, for comparability, the parametric family (1 − λ )D s + λ D r with λ ∈ [0, 1] (i.e., the convex combination of the Shortest Path distance and the Resistance distance) will be considered. We will denote it by SP-CT.
1.2 The plain Walk, Forest, Communicability, and Heat kernels / proximities
Now we introduce the short names of node proximity measures related to several families of graph kernels.
• plain Walk (Von Neumann diffusion kernel) K pWalk t = (I − tA) −1 , 0 < t < ρ −1 (ρ is the spectral radius of A, the adjacency matrix of G) [10, 21] .
• Forest (Regularized Laplacian kernel):
where L is the Laplacian matrix of G [7, 8, 31] .
• Communicability (Exponential diffusion kernel): K Comm t = exp(tA), t > 0 [13, 24] .
• Heat kernel (Laplacian exponential diffusion kernel): K Heat t = exp(−tL), t > 0 [11, 24] . [4] : Walk, Forest, Communicability, and Heat
Logarithmic measures
• logarithmic Forest:
• logarithmic Heat:
1.4 Sigmoid Commute Time and Sigmoid Corrected Commute Time kernels [16, 25, 32] The Corrected Commute Time kernel is defined by
where H = I − ee T /N is the centering matrix, e = (1, . . . , 1
is the diagonal matrix with vector v on the diagonal, and vol(G) = |V |, V being the edge set of G.
Applying the element-wise sigmoid transformation to K CT and K CCT we obtain the corresponding sigmoid kernels K S :
where k i j is an element of a kernel matrix (K CT or K CCT ), t is a parameter, and σ is the standard deviation of the elements of the kernel matrix. The Sigmoid Commute Time kernel and Sigmoid Corrected Commute Time kernel will be abbreviated as SCT and SCCT, respectively.
Randomized Shortest Path and Free Energy dissimilarity measures [22]
• Preliminaries:
C is the matrix of the Shortest Path distances, t being the "inverse temperature" parameter;
• Randomized Shortest Path (RSP):
where ÷ is element-wise division;
, where diag(S) is the vector on the diagonal of square matrix S;
• Helmholtz Free Energy distance (FE):
h , where D h = Diag(Z), where Diag(Z) denotes the diagonal matrix whose diagonal coincides with that of Z;
As we know from the classical scaling theory, the inner product matrix (which is a kernel) can be obtained from a [Euclidean] distance matrix ∆ by the
transformation, where H = I − ee T /N is the centering matrix.
For comparability, all family parameters are adjusted to the [0, 1] segment by a linear transformation or some t/(t + c) transformation or both of them.
The comparative behavior of graph kernels in clustering tasks has been studied in several papers, including [12, 22, 32] . The originality of our approach is that (1) we do not fix the family parameters and rather optimize them during the experiments, (2) we compare a larger set of measure families, and (3) we juxtapose logarithmic and plain measures.
Logarithmic vs. plain measures
Let G(N, (m)p in , p out ) be the model of generating random graphs on N nodes divided into m classes of the same size, with p in and p out being the probability of (i, j) ∈ E(G) for i and j belonging to the same class and different classes, respectively, where E(G) is the edge set of G.
The curves in Figures 1-3 present the adjusted Rand index 2 (averaged over 200 random graphs) for clustering with Ward's method [33] . It can be seen that in almost all cases, logarithmic measures outperform the ordinary ones. The only exception, where the situation is ambiguous, is the case of Walk measures for random graphs on 200 nodes.
Competition by Copeland's score
In this section, we present the results of many clustering tests in the form of tournaments whose participants are the measure families. Every family is characterized by its Copeland's score, i.e., the difference between the numbers of "wins" and "losses" in paired confrontations with the other families.
Approach [22]
• The competition of measure families is based on paired comparisons.
• Every time when the best adjusted Rand index (ARI) of a measure family F 1 is higher on a random test graph than that of some other measure family F 2 , we add +1 to the score of F 1 and −1 to the score of F 2 .
The competition results
The competition has been performed on random graphs generated with the G(N, (m)p in , p out ) model and the following parameters: N ∈ {100, 200}, the number of classes m ∈ {2, 4}, p in = 0.3, p out ∈ {0.1, 0.15}. For every combination of parameters, we generated 50 graphs and for each of them we computed the best ARI's the measure families reached. The results are presented in Table 1 (a).
A competition for 90th percentiles
Whenever we are looking for the best parameter of a measure family, we compute ARI on a grid of that parameter. In the above competition, we only compared the highest ARI values. Now consider the set of ARI values some measure family provides as a sample and find its 90th percentile. These percentiles become the participants in another tournament. The motivation behind this approach is to take into account the robustness of each family. The results of the competition for 90th percentiles are given in Table 1 One can notice a number of differences between the orders of families provided by the first competition and the second one. However, in both cases, logarithmic measures outperform the corresponding plain ones. In particular, it can be observed that FE is also a kind of logarithmic measure, as distinct from RSP.
Here, the undisputed leader is logComm. Second place goes to SCCT, a measure which is not logarithmic, but involves even a more smoothing sigmoid transformation.
Reject curves
In this section, we compare the performance of distances (corresponding to the proximity measures or defined independently) in clustering tasks using reject curves.
Definition
The ROC curve (also referred to as the reject curve) for this type of data can be defined as follows.
• Create a grid of values from the minimum to the maximum entry of the distance matrix, where the distance d(·, ·) corresponding to a kernel p(·, ·) is produced by the d(x, y) = p(x, x) + p(y, y) − p(x, y) − p(y, x) transformation 3 .
• For each value of the grid, count the numbers of inter-class and intra-class distances that are less than or equal to this value.
• The reject curve is the dependence of the "percentage of intra-class distances under the threshold" upon the "percentage of inter-class distances under the threshold" collected for all values of the threshold from the grid. A better measure is characterized by a reject curve that goes higher or, at least, has a larger area under the curve.
Results
The optimal values of the family parameters (adjusted to the [0, 1] segment) w.r.t. the ARI in clustering based on Ward's method for three G(N, (m)p in , p out ) models are presented in Table 2 . The optimum chosen on the grid of 50 parameter values is shown as the first number in each of three columns. The second number is the ARI corresponding to the optimum averaged over 200 random graphs. The maximum averaged ARI's are underlined. All of them belong to logComm.
The reject curves for G(100, (2)0.3, 0.1) and the optimal values of the family parameters (w.r.t. the ARI of Ward's method clustering) are shown in Fig.4 . Each point on a curve corresponds to one of 200 random graphs. The ε-like bend of several curves (pWalk, logFor, RSP, FE) appears because the corresponding measures strongly correlate with the Shortest path (SP) distance between nodes. In our experiments, this distance takes only a few small values.
Finally, we show the reject curves averaged over 200 random graphs. The curves for the four families that are leaders in Table 1 are duplicated in Fig. 5(b) . One can observe that the results are partially concordant with those obtained with Ward's method. In particular, the first place goes to logComm, which has a small advantage over SCCT. Therefore, these results are not a feature of Ward's method.
Graphs with classes of different sizes
The G(N, (m)p in , p out ) model generates graphs with nodes divided into classes of the same size. We now consider graphs with N = 100 nodes divided into two classes of different sizes. The size of the first class, N 1 , is shown along the horizontal axis in Fig. 6 . We see that the ARI's of logComm, SCCT, and logHeat have minima at N 1 ≈ 10. In contrast, the ARI's of Comm and pWalk have larger maxima at N 1 ≈ 15. As a result, the latter two measures outperform the former three (and the other measures under study) at N 1 ∈ [8, 20] . However, if N 1 is very small, then Ward's method with Comm or pWalk seems to engender misrecognition. Thus, this observation can be considered as an exception to the rule that "logarithmic measures outperform plain ones": with a moderate size of the smaller class, Comm and pWalk outperform all logarithmic measures under study (and also SCCT in which the sigmoid transformation is analogous in some sense to the logarithmic one).
In all the above experiments, we looked for the optimal values of the family parameters. If the families of measures are used with random parameter values, then the rating of the families differs. In the latter case, the leader and the vice-leader are SCCT and logFor, respectively, which are most robust to the variation of the family parameter; when one class is very small, the winners are For, SCT, and Heat, see Fig. 7 . For each measure family, we considered 55 values of the family parameter and sorted them in the descending order of the corresponding ARI averaged for 200 random graphs. ARI against the rank of the family parameter value is shown in Fig. 8 . Two things are important for each family: first, the maximum of ARI and second, the velocity of descent.
For this data structure, the leaders are Comm and pWalk, as well as for the two-component graphs with one small, but not very small class of nodes.
Cluster analysis on several classical datasets
Hitherto we mainly considered one type of random graph: the graphs with uniform interclass edge probabilities and uniform intraclass edge probabilities. Certainly, many real-world graphs can hardly be obtained in the framework of that model. In this section, we study clustering on several datasets frequently used to check various graph algorithms.
We investigate a total of 9 graphs, the smallest of which (Zachary's Karate club [35] ) contains 34 nodes. The largest graph (a Newsgroup graph [34] with three classes) contains 600 nodes. We analyse six Newsgroup datasets. The remaining datasets are Football [17] and Political books [27] . Table 3 For each dataset and each measure family, we sorted 55 values of the family parameter in the descending order of the corresponding ARI. ARI against the rank of the family parameter value is shown in Fig. 9 . Finally, we present Copeland's score competition for the measure families: separately for the best values of the family parameters and for 80th percentiles (Tables 4 and 5 ).
football polbooks Zachary news 2cl 1 news 2cl 2 news 2cl 3 news 3cl 1 news 3cl 2 news 3cl 3 Score Table 5 Copeland's scores of the measure families for 80th percentiles One can observe that for different datasets, ranking of measure families w.r.t. the quality of clustering differs. In Table 4 , for four Newsgroup datasets, the leader is logComm, while the logarithmic measures outperform plain ones (excluding, in some cases, RSP and SCCT, which involves the sigmoid transformation instead of the logarithmic one). However, for the "news 3cl 3" dataset, the leaders are FE and logFor, whereas logComm is inferior to the other logarithmic measures and even to SP-CT, while SCCT is the worst one. On the contrary, "news 2cl 3" favors SCCT and then logComm. For "Zachary", all measures, except for For, reach an absolute result. For "polbooks", the leader is RSP followed by SP-CT and SCT. For "football", Comm and pWalk are the winners, like in the case of two classes of different sizes (cf. Fig. 6(b) ).
The comparison of Tables 4 and 5 demonstrates that the high results of logHeat and RSP are not stable enough, so they lose four positions in the ranking while 80th percentiles are considered; pWalk shifts up two places.
Conclusion
The main conclusion of our study is that in most cases, including the simple cases of random graphs with homogeneous classes of similar size, logarithmic measures (i.e., measures resulting after taking logarithm of the proximities) better reveal the underlying structure than the "plain" measures do. A direct comparison of inter-class and intra-class distances by drawing the reject curves confirms this conclusion.
In our experiments, the three leading measure families in the aforementioned simple cases, according to Copelands's test presented in Table 1 , are logarithmic Communicability, Sigmoid Corrected Commute Time kernel, and logarithmic Heat. The superiority of logarithmic Communicability over the other measures is observed here for all sets of random graphs.
A plausible explanation of the superiority of logarithmic measures is that most kernels and proximity measures under study have a multiplicative nature, while the nature of distances used in cluster algorithms is an additive one (as the triangle inequality reveals). The logarithmic transformation is precisely the tool that transforms the first nature to the second one. Moreover, some distances corresponding to the logarithmic measures possess a meaningful cutpoint additivity property.
At the same time, there are more complicated heterogeneous networks for which other measures can behave well. Among such structures, we can mention one type of networks with classes of different sizes and smaller classes of moderate sizes, for which two "plain" measures, Comm and pWalk can outperform the logarithmic measures under study. The SCCT kernel which involves the sigmoid transformation instead of the logarithmic one performs very well in some experiments, however, as applied to several datasets, it is definitely inferior to logComm and the other logarithmic measures in reliability.
